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Goldman Sachs CEO backs new LSEG chief
The 20-year Goldman Sachs veteran banker
appointed as chief executive officer at London
Stock Exchange Group (LSEG) has received the
backing of former boss, Lloyd Blankfein.
David Schwimmer was most recently global
head of market structure and global head of
metals and mining in investment banking at
Goldman Sachs. He began his career in the fi-

Newsalert
The TRADETech daily will broadcast two news alerts on both day 1 and day 2 of the
event:

nancial institutions group at Goldman, focusing
on market structure, brokerage and trading.
Schwimmer also formerly served as chief of
staff to Blankfein, now CEO of Goldman, when
he was president and chief operating officer.
In a statement, Blankfein said of Schwimmer’s
appointment: “I have worked closely with David over
his career at Goldman Sachs. He has great expertise

as an advisor to large companies, and he has been a
terrific partner and friend. London Stock Exchange
Group is fortunate to have him on board.”
The departure of LSEG’s former CEO, Xavier
Rolet, was shrouded in controversy after he
announced his intention to leave in October
last year. Schwimmer was named CEO of LSEG
on 13 April.
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Regulation

FCA targets MiFID II compliance in business plan
FCA PURSUES ANNUAL BUY-SIDE
‘VALUE FOR MONEY’ ASSESSMENT
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he Financial Conduct Authority (FCA) has laid out plans for increased
monitoring and assessment of compliance with MiFID II rules around
conflicts of interest, according to its 2018/2019 business plan.
The UK financial watchdog outlined its focus on ensuring firms are complying with specific changes under the new regulation including research
unbundling, best execution and restricting the practice of payment for
order flow.
“Our supervision work will focus on ensuring that firms are complying with
these changes and we will assess if the rules are working as intended,” the
report said. “Over 2018/19 we will monitor firm compliance with new requirements to address conflicts of interest in producing connected research.”
The FCA added the introduction of MiFID II’s requirements around
conflicts of interest and a lack of clarity by market participants about the
capacity they are acting in causes harm to markets.
Also among the regulator’s MiFID II objectives is increasing its supervisory efforts on monitoring compliance of systems and controls for both
traders and venues related to high frequency trading (HFT).
“We will use existing diagnostic work on HFTs, circuit breakers and
mini-flash crashes to inform this work,” the FCA said. “This will enable
us to anticipate and deal with potential harms this kind of technological
advancement may create.”
For the investment management sector, the watchdog plans to take a
closer look at the rise of passive investing and its wider impact of markets
with a new study exploring the key aspect of market performance.

Asset managers in the UK will be forced
to provide annual assessments with
regards to costs and value for money of
funds. Fund managers will have to assess value for money against a ‘non-exhaustive’ list of elements prescribed by
the Financial Conduct Auth ority (FCA),
including whether charges are reasonable
in relation to costs and the quality of
service provided.

NATIXIS REBRANDS ASSET
MANAGEMENT BUSINESS
Natixis Investment Managers is to
rebrand its asset management business with a renewed investment
focus towards fixed income, equity and
insurance. The rebrand will see the €324
billion asset manager renamed ‘Ostrum
Asset Management’ as part of Natixis’
‘New Dimension’ strategic plan, which
was laid out last year.

ALLIANCE TRUST SELLS LIONTRUST
SHARES FOR £21 MILLION
Alliance Trust has sold its 4,060,792
shares, or 8.2% stake, in Liontrust Asset
Management and raised net proceeds of
£21 million. The global trust firm received
the shares - valued at £17 million or
334.9p per share - when Liontrust agreed
to buy its asset management business,
Alliance Trust Investments, in April 2017.

DEVELOPS MACHINE LEARNING
MODEL FOR EQUITY DESK
JP Morgan Asset Management’s equity
trading team has developed a new model
using machine learning to make the
execution of orders more efficient and
less expensive. The equity desk, led by
Lee Bray, head of equity trading for Asia
Pacific at JP Morgan Asset Management,
is looking to have to have 50% of trading
flow driven by machine learning by the
end of the year.
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ATLANTA WEALTH AND FINTECH FIRM FINBOURNE.
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Fidelity International partners up
for cloud-based data platform
LUSID PLATFORM PARTNERSHIP ALSO INCLUDES HSBC SECURITIES SERVICES,

idelity International has teamed up with
FinTech firm FINBOURNE, HSBC Securities
Services and hedge fund Altana Wealth to
design a new cloud-based investment management platform.
The four organisations will collaborate to
design a shared, cloud-based data utility that
aims to reduce operating cost and improve the
quality of information for in-house and client
use.
The platform, named LUSID, is aimed at
replacing existing in-house software and hardware, and achieve advanced standards of data
handling for institutional clients.
“FINBOURNE is building a platform from the
ground-up based on collective experience which
allows us to approach data challenges in a novel

way,” said Yugo Ashida, director, architecture, at
Fidelity International.
“Being a member of the LUSID Design Council
gives us the flexibility to test different technology, apply new thinking and put in place the
foundations to reimagine our current architecture.”
Industry bodies and regulators alike have been
encouraging asset managers to collaborate
more with FinTech firms to optimise processes
and increase efficiency through new and emerging technologies.
Both the Financial Conduct Authority (FCA)
and the Investment Association have announced new innovation hubs and accelerator
programs, designed to boost technology innovation and adoption by buy-side firms.
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Trading venues

CME and NEX Group agree
£3.9 billion acquisition
CME AND NEX GROUP REACH AGREEMENT ON ACQUISITION WHICH IS EXPECTED TO CLOSE IN THE SECOND HALF OF THIS YEAR.
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S futures exchange operator CME and
UK FinTech powerhouse NEX Group have
reached an agreement which will see CME
acquire NEX for £3.9 billion.
The move will streamline access and new trading opportunities across spot and futures FX
products, and cash, repo and futures products in
US Treasuries, both firms said.
CME plans to combine NEX’s electronic FX and
fixed income execution platforms to improve
technology and reduce the amount of touchpoint clients need to trade certain instruments.
In addition, the union will boost post-trade and
data services for both companies.
Following completion of the buyout, expected
in the second half of this year, NEX CEO Michael
Spencer will join the CME board of directors and
remain with the combined business as a special
advisor, working to drive the integration and
creation of the new company.
“The combination of NEX and CME will be an industry-changing transaction,” Spencer commented. “Bringing together cash and futures products
and OTC services will be unique, offering clients
improved access to trading, greater financial
efficiencies and highly valuable data sets.
“The technology and innovation opportunities
will be diverse and extraordinary. Clients will
4

be better served… CME’s decision to choose
London as its European headquarters is also
a signal of tremendous support for Britain’s
financial services sector.”
CME group chairman and CEO, Terry Duffy,
added that at a time when market participants
are seeking to lower trading costs and manage
risk more effectively, the acquisition will create
significant value for clients globally.
“Building on NEX’s deep roots in Europe and
Asia, and CME’s strong technology platform,
we will transform our international profile and
broaden our distribution network in spot and
futures FX products as well as cash, repo and
futures products in US Treasuries,” he said.
Fighting off the competition
Terms of the deal include a purchase price of
1,000p per share, 50% in cash and 50% in stock,
meaning NEX shareholders will receive 500p in
cash and 0.0444 shares of CME Group for each
NEX share. The total equity value stands at £3.9
billion, or $5.4 billion.
An analyst note from investment bank
Librium stated the offer, which is slightly above
what the market predicted it would be, was
an attempt to deter bids from other exchange
groups to acquire NEX Group.

“Following the confirmation that CME was
entertaining a bid for NEX we suggested a
take-out price of c.900p and in the event of a
competitive situation, which we viewed as likely,
then a price of +1000p was not unreasonable.
CME has this morning bid 1000p, clearly aiming
to deter any competitive threat,” Liberum said.
Another analyst note from Exane BNP Paribas
suggested CME could become a true competitor
in the OTC clearing space in Europe, where LCH
currently dominates.
“One might argue the combination of CME’s
clearing house and NEX’s TriOptima compression service might increase CME’s credibility as
a competitor in the OTC clearing market, though
we would expect TriOptima to remain open to
other CCPs,” Exane BNP Paribas commented.
“Focus seems to be on creating a futures,
cash, OTC franchise, helping users to lower cost
of trading. The release highlights the acquisition
as also expanding CME’s presence into EMEA
and APAC.”
News of the potential acquisition emerged in
March when NEX confirmed it had received a
preliminary approach from CME. Shares in NEX
surged 32% in early trading the morning of the
announcement.
Formerly ICAP, NEX Group underwent a
major rebrand in 2016 following Tullet Prebon’s
acquisition of ICAP’s global hybrid voice broking
business. The new business outlined a focus on
electronic markets and post-trade businesses
amid increasing regulatory pressures and migration towards electronic trading.
Industry heavyweight and NEX chief Spencer
commented at the time that the new business would benefit and be well-placed amid
increased demand by regulators for electronic
trading and post-trade risk mitigation.
“NEX Group will be a fast moving, entrepreneurial pure electronic and post trade leader,
well positioned for growth. We wanted a name
to truly reflect this and which was truly global.
NEX Group does this,” he said.
It now consists of four business segments;
NEX Markets, NEX Optimisation, NEX Opportunities and NEX Exchange. NEX Group’s
investment arm Euclid accelerated its activity
throughout 2016, acquiring several FinTech
companies working on technologies including
blockchain, collateral management, cloud technology and a research unbundling platform.
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